The general Euler-Borel summability method is a method that includes the Euler, discrete Borel, Meyer-König, Taylor, and Karamata methods as special cases. We prove that under a certain condition the Cesàro summability of a sequence implies its summability by a general Euler-Borel method.
Introduction
We will give a condition under which the Cesàro summability of a sequence implies its summability by a general Euler-Borel summability method, which is also called a Sonnenschein method. The definitions of these methods are as as « \z\ is of course assumed to be small enough in the equation defining ank . The Cesàro method is well known. The general Euler-Borel method has been studied in [1, 3, 6] , among others. Examples of the method include the Euler method Eq, q > 0, the discrete Borel method, the Meyer-König method Sr, 0 < r < 1, the Taylor method Tr, 0 < r < 1 , and the Karamata method. The functions defining these methods are, respectively,
where a < 1 , ß < 1 , and a+ß >0. A summability method is called regular if it sums each convergence sequence to its limit. The following theorem is due to B. Bajsanski [1] .
Theorem A. Suppose that (1) / is analytic for \z\ < R, R > 1 ;
(2) \f(z)\ <: 1 for \z\ < 1 ; 2 Ï 1 ; (3) f(l) = l;and (4) the number A defined by
satisfies ÏL4 ¿ 0. r/ze« i«f? method (E, / ) ¿s regular.
Condition 4 may seem to be complicated, but J. Clunie and P. Vermes have proved in [3] that if conditions 1-3 hold, then condition 4 is also necessary for the regularity of the method. The above results of Bajsanski and Clunie and Vermes were rediscovered by D. Newman [5] , with a considerably shorter proof.
If (E, f) satisfies the conditions of Theorem A then we will denote the number p in condition 4 by p(f).
It is proved in [1] that p(f) is necessarily an even integer, 'SIA < 0, and a>0.
All the above examples satisfy the conditions of Theorem A, with p(f) = 2 . Moreover, in [6] it is shown that for each integer p there is a method (E, f) satisfying the conditions of Theorem A with p(f) = p .
The following example shows that in general the Cr summability of a sequence does not imply its (E, f) summability:
Y^k~l/pexp(ßikx-x/p), where ß > 0 and p > 1. Since ß is real, \k-xlpexn(ßikx-xlP)\ = k-xlp.
Since the series is divergent, the following Tauberian theorem shows that it is not (E, f) summable if p(f) =p. 
Proof of the theorem
We will denote constants by K, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. Without loss of generality we may assume that S -0, so that
Hence sk = ekkrlp , where ek -o(l) as k -> oo . Let ôk = sup">Ä. |e"|. Then ôk = o (I) and is decreasing. Also, we have (2) \srk\<ôkk"p.
Let (E, / ) be a method satisfying the conditions of Theorem A with matrix (fl",fc) and p(f) -p . We will divide the proof of We will show that each term in the second sum tends to 0 as m -y oo . Then the equality to be proved will follow. III. | Y.lU.i*an,k)srk\ < K(Tn + U"), where
where a = f'(l), R\ = 1 -n~x/p , and R2 = 1 + n~x/p . We assume that « is so large that R2 < R, the number in condition 1 of Theorem A.
Proof. In the integral in II let Rx = l-n-xlp if k< an, 2 = 1 +n~{lp if k > an.
Since \z\~r is bounded on \z\=Rj, j -1, 2, we have for k = 0, 1, ...
where 7 = 1 if k < an and 7 = 2 if k > an . Ill follows from these inequalities and (2).
We note that IV. By condition 2 of Theorem A and given 0 < ô < 1, there exists e > 0 and Ns > 0 such that for n> Ns and t e [e, 2n -e], we have \f(Rje")\<l-ô<l, j=l,2.
We fix the numbers ô, e, and N¿ . Proof. We will only prove that / |/(Ä1e''')i?1"ar|7<i<?,'i -lfdf ¿ 0(n-{r+X)/p) as « ^ oo, Vo the rest of the proof being similar.
It follows from condition 4 of Theorem A that \f(re")r-a\ = 1 + 0(l)(reil -\)p as / -> 0, r -+ 1.
Let y/(r, t) = log|/(ri?")r_Q|.
Then we have ip(r,t) = log(l+0(l)(reill)p) = 0(l)(rea -l)p as t -y 0, r -y 1. Therefore all partial derivatives of y of order < p are equal to 0 at r = 1, t = 0.
Next we estimate (dp/dtp)i//(r, t) in a neighborhood of r = 1, t -0. By condition 4 of Theorem A again, we have f(e")e~iat = 1 + Aip(e" -l)p + o(l)(eil -l)p as t -* 0. This implies that (dp/dtp)y/(l, 0) = (pl)&A . Since 'StA < 0, if r is close to 1 and If I < e then we have 1 dp --¥(r,t)<-M for some positive constant M. (We may need to decrease e, which we have fixed in step IV, but this does no harm.)
if,(r,t) = YCm(r)tm + Cp(r,t)tp, j=o \J'
Since R = R2X , this implies that the quantity on the left of (4) is bounded. This proves IX.
The proof of the theorem is complete.
